FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Announcement

ANTlabs ezXcess™ Service Selection Gateway powers Wireless Broadband Access services in Middle East

SINGAPORE, Oct 1, 2006 -- Advanced Network Technology Laboratories (ANTlabs) today announced that YemenNet, the leading Internet Service Provider in the Middle East, has chosen ANTlabs’ advanced broadband and wireless roaming service gateway to power YemenNet’s wireless broadband hubs and hotspots in Yemen.

YemenNet uses ANTlabs ezXcess™ Service Selection Gateway (SSG) to enable wireless broadband services for over 50 sites throughout the country, providing an estimated 4,000 users with premium broadband access in the first phase. Service locations include the airport, hotels, shopping malls and cafes.

“ANTlabs is proud to be YemenNet’s chosen technology vendor for their wireless broadband and wireless network security and authentication requirements.” said Mr John Sim, co-Founder and Vice President of Hospitality.

“YemenNet’s confidence in our product is testament to ANTlabs’ strong fundamentals with years of experience as the regional leader of broadband and wireless solutions. With a 100% telco market share in Singapore and 75% across ASEAN, ANTlabs’ carrier-grade ezXcess™ Service Selection Gateway has become the de facto solution for provisioning wireless and broadband access because of its reliability, scalability and security features.”

Through the ezXcess™ Service Selection Gateways, users will enjoy seamless connectivity with ANTlabs’ patented Tru’Connect™ Zero Configuration technology, an adaptive network technology that allows any Internet and wireless-capable device to connect without configuration changes or client software. Users will also benefit from the security features of the SSG that prevent MAC spoofing and other malicious attacks which can degrade the broadband experience especially in a public access environment.

The SSG enables YemenNet to support both subscriber billing and prepaid accounts for walk-in users and customize location specific content for users at different hotspots with the SSG’s location-based content delivery features. Furthermore, ANTlabs’ industry-leading roaming technologies will allow YemenNet’s Internet subscribers to roam between local hotspots and also internationally via iPass and Boingo services. And to secure the best broadband experience for YemenNet’s users, the SSG will be deployed in a High Availability setup to ensure 24x7 service continuity.

“We are certainly excited about working with a technology partner like ANTlabs who readily brings to the table a wealth of relevant experience that enables us to focus on the core business of providing the best public broadband access service that technology has to offer. We are confident that this massive project is in good hands and will be a success.” Said Mr Eng. Amer M. Haza’a, General Manager, YemenNet.

About ANTlabs

Advanced Network Technology Laboratories (ANTlabs) is focused on the research and commercialization of enabling technologies for wireless and broadband networks, visitor-based networking and network security solutions.
ANTlabs innovates and develops a wide range of network appliances for businesses in the Telco, Enterprise and Hospitality industries. Established since Oct 1999, ANTlabs is headquartered in Singapore, with dedicated staff and a committed global network of partners.

Within the Telco space, ANTlabs has successfully secured a 100% share of the Telco wireless public broadband access market in Singapore and a recent Frost & Sullivan 2005 study shows that the ANTlabs Service Gateway has more than 75% market share in Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore.

About YemenNet

YemenNet is the premier Internet service provider in Yemen providing a wide range of Internet services such as dial-Up, ISDN, leased line, web and email hosting. YemenNet's vision is to increase the IT adoption and awareness of the Yemeni public by providing high speed Internet access throughout the country at affordable rates as the catalyst for future services such as e-commerce, e-Trade and e-Health.
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